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Chaotic mixing of granular materials in two-dimensional tumbling mixers
D. V. Khakhar,a) J. J. McCarthy,b) J. F. Gilchrist, and J. M. Ottinoc)
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We consider the mixing of similar, cohesionless granular materials in quasi-two-dimensional
rotating containers by means of theory and experiment. A mathematical model is presented for the
flow in containers of arbitrary shape but which are symmetric with respect to rotation by 180° and
half-filled with solids. The flow comprises a thin cascading layer at the flat free surface, and a fixed
bed which rotates as a solid body. The layer thickness and length change slowly with mixer rotation,
but the layer geometry remains similar at all orientations. Flow visualization experiments using
glass beads in an elliptical mixer show good agreement with model predictions. Studies of mixing
are presented for circular, elliptical, and square containers. The flow in circular containers is steady,
and computations involving advection alone~no particle diffusion generated by interparticle
collisions! show poor mixing. In contrast, the flow in elliptical and square mixers is time periodic
and results in chaotic advection and rapid mixing. Computational evidence for chaos in noncircular
mixers is presented in terms of Poincare´ sections and blob deformation. Poincare´ sections show
regions of regular and chaotic motion, and blobs deform into homoclinic tendrils with an
exponential growth of the perimeter length with time. In contrast, in circular mixers, the motion is
regular everywhere and the perimeter length increases linearly with time. Including particle
diffusion obliterates the typical chaotic structures formed on mixing; predictions of the mixing
model including diffusion are in good qualitative and quantitative~in terms of the intensity of
segregation variation with time! agreement with experimental results for mixing of an initially
circular blob in elliptical and square mixers. Scaling analysis and computations show that mixing in
noncircular mixers is faster than that in circular mixers, and the difference in mixing times increases
with mixer size. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1054-1500~99!02301-0#
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The fundamentals of granular mixing are not well under-
stood, particularly in comparison with fluid mixing. We
consider the mixing in two-dimensional tumbling mixers
with a view to reveal the role of advection in the dynam-
ics of mixing. Computations and experiments for noncir-
cular mixers show chaotic advection, which results in
faster convective mixing as compared to circular mixers.
Chaotic advection dominates in large mixers, the norm
for industrial processes, whereas particle diffusion is im-
portant for small—laboratory scale—mixers. The results
are important for the design and scale-up of industrial
mixers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mixing of granular materials is an important operation
several industrial processes in the pharmaceutical, fo
chemical, ceramic, metallurgical, and constructi
industries.1 Examples range from blending active pharm
ceutical compounds in filler material in the manufacture
tablets to heat transfer and reaction in rotary kilns in
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manufacture of cement. Mixing of grains is also important
some natural processes such as the formation of sedime
structures in marine basins.2

Granular mixing has been the subject of a number
studies beginning with the early work of Lacey.3 A signifi-
cant fraction of the works have been devoted to tumbl
mixers—rotating containers partially filled with solids
which find wide application in industry for the blending o
freely flowing granular materials. The approach in most su
studies is to characterize the efficacy of mixers by determ
ing the time evolution of a global mixing index, a statistic
measure, which reflects the extent of mixing.4 The index
~several have been proposed—Ref. 5! is typically determined
by sampling the composition at different~usually random!
positions within the mixer. Significant advances have be
made in sampling procedures and analysis of data.6 This ap-
proach, however, gives little insight into the dynamics
mixing.

The fundamentals of the mixing of granular materials a
poorly understood, particularly when compared to the m
ing of fluids ~see, e.g., Ref. 7!. Consider first the case o
similar cohesionless particles. Only a few studies on a p
totypical system~a partially filled horizontal rotating cylin-
der! have focused on elucidating mechanisms—diffus
~arising from the random motions generated by interpart
collisions! and advection.8–13 The behavior is different de
pending on the operating regime~which may be quantified in
terms of the Froude number, Fr5vL2/g, whereg is the ac-
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celeration due to gravity,L is the length scale of the system
andv the rotational speed. At low speeds~i.e., low Fr! cor-
responding to the avalanching regime, the flow is interm
tent and comprises discrete time-periodic avalanches.14 The
transverse mixing in this case is dominated by geomet7

Each avalanche results in a wedge-shaped bed of particl
the free surface, abruptly cascading to form a new wedg
a lower position. To a first-order approximation the av
lanche produces uniform mixing with a wedge, howev
mixing at the scale of the cylinder results from wedge int
sections. Thus, a half-full cylinder results in no wedge int
sections and mixing is slow.7

At higher mixer rotational speeds, the continuous flo
rolling regime14 is obtained, in which a thin layer of particle
flows down the free surface while the remaining partic
rotate as a fixed bed. Particles continuously enter the la
from the fixed bed in the upper-half of the layer, and e
from the layer into the fixed bed in the lower half; the fr
surface in this regime remains flat. Transverse mixing in t
case depends on dynamics and results from shearing
collisional diffusion within the layer.9,10 Consider a blob of
tracer particles which enters the layer. While passing thro
the layer the blob is sheared and becomes blurred du
collisional diffusion, it then enters the bed, and after a so
body rotation, it reenters the layer; and the process repe
Mixing also has a geometric component: Particles at diff
ent radial positions may have different residence times in
bed and thus enter the layer at different times resulting
mixing. The differences in rotation times are the smallest
half-full mixers: In this case all the particles spend nearly
same time in the bed. Axial mixing occurs due to diffusi
alone, since there is no axial flow.11–13

Differences in particle properties~e.g., size, density
shape, surface roughness, etc.! can result in spontaneou
separation of the different particles during mixing.14,15 Such
granular segregation can occur by various mechanisms,
different segregated patterns~e.g., radial cores, axial band
etc., in rotating cylinders! may be formed depending on th
geometry of the flow.16–21 The local rate of segregation in
mixture depends on the shearing and granular packing in
region, in addition to the differences in particle properti
Consequently, the flow plays a critical role in determini
the final segregated state. Shear-induced phase separat
polymer blends is perhaps the closest analog of the segr
tion process in fluid mixing, although the physical proces
are quite different. While the mechanisms of segregation
well understood in qualitative terms, only a few theoretic
models are available to describe the process.22–25

The objective of the present work is to study the role
advection in granular mixing; we thus focus on mixtures
similar particles so that segregation does not occur. The
plications of simultaneousmixing and segregation are dis
cussed at the end of the paper.

The flow of similar particles in a rotating cylinder ope
ating in the rolling regime is two dimensional~2D! and
steady. Fluid mixing theory states that mixing in the syst
due to advection alone~no diffusion! is poor, since the
streamlines are time invariant and closed, and act as im
etrable barriers.26 Several studies on fluid mixing hav
-
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shown that time modulation of a two-dimensional flow, su
that superimposed streamlines at different times intersec
sufficient to produce chaotic advection, which results
rapid mixing.26 From a continuum viewpoint, the stretchin
of material elements is exponential with time in chao
flows as compared to linear in steady 2D flows.

Producing chaotic advection in granular systems is re
tively difficult. In contrast to fluid flows, granular flows ar
kinematically defined over most of the flow domain. She
ing of particles is confined to thin layers, while the rest of t
particles move as a fixed bed with no relative motion b
tween particles. This constrains, to a significant extent,
variations in flow that can be employed to improve mixin
analysis, however, is considerably simplified. One sim
method of generating a time varying flow in a 2D tumblin
mixer is to use mixers with noncircular cross sections. In t
case the length and thickness of the cascading layer ch
with time resulting in the streamline modulation required f
chaotic advection.

We analyze in this paper the flow and mixing of nonc
hesive granular materials in 2D tumbling mixers operating
the continuous flow rolling regime. The goal is to understa
the role of mixer geometry in producing widespread chao
advection, and the implications of chaotic mixing for pra
tice. The role of advection is highlighted by means of mod
computations in which particle collisional diffusion is omi
ted ~this is standard practice in the analysis of chaotic adv
tion in fluids7!. The effects of collisional diffusion, however
may be significant in many cases, and thus systems w
simultaneous chaotic advection and collisional diffusion
considered as well. The paper is structured as follows. Tra
verse flow in 2D tumbling mixers is discussed in Sec. II, a
the analysis of mixing in the system is given in Sec. III. T
scale-up of tumbling mixers based on the model develope
discussed in Sec. IV, and the conclusions of the work
given in Sec. V.

II. TRANSVERSE FLOW IN 2D TUMBLING MIXERS

A. General problem

Consider the flow in a 2D tumbler of arbitrary, but e
erywhere convex~any two points in the mixer can be joine
by a straight line without crossing the mixer boundar!,
cross-sectional shape as shown in Fig. 1. Rotation of
mixer about pointO, at an angular speedv in the rolling
regime range, produces a thin layer of particles flowi
down the free surface, which is nearly flat. The remain
particles rotate as a fixed bed. The angle of the free sur
~b! remains constant in this regime~Fig. 1!. Assume that the
motion of the material interface normal to itself is small wi
respect to a coordinate system fixed atO. Continuity of the
velocity field at the bed layer interface then allows the c
culation of the velocities of the particles entering and leav
the layer, since the velocity in the bed is purely rotation
and given by

n r50, nu5vr ~1!

in cylindrical coordinates, with the origin at pointO. The
geometrical construction shown in Fig. 1 shows that
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point P on the surface closest to the axis of rotation dem
cates the layer into two parts: Uphill of this point particl
enter the layer from the bed whereas particles leave the l
and reenter the bed at downhill positions. For thin layers
velocity of the particles entering or leaving the layer is t
component of the bed velocity normal to the bed–layer
terface, and is given by

ny52vx ~2!

~Fig. 1!. The particles then cascade down the layer, and
local downflow velocity determines the rate of change of
layer thickness.

The above analysis shows that the mass of the parti
entering the layer at any time is, in general, different fro
that leaving the layer, and thus the local layer thickness
cascading velocity should vary in a complicated way. T
geometry generates as well a variation of the layer len
with time. Prediction of the time-varying flow in the syste
would require the~numerical! solution of the mass and mo
mentum balance equations for the flow in the layer,10 with
the possible additional complication of momentum be
generated by the up and down motion of the layer. The pr
lem simplifies considerably for the case of half-filled conv
containers, which are symmetric with respect to 180° ro
tions about their centroid, and an approximate analytical
sult is obtained. We confine most of the following discuss
to this class.

B. Specific case: Convex, rotationally symmetric,
half-filled mixers

Two simplifications are apparent. First, since the mix
is half full, the pointP, which demarcates the inflow an
outflow regions, coincides with the centroid of the mixerO
for all mixer orientations; and there is no up and down m
tion of the layer. Second, the layer is symmetric about
point P. SpecificallyL15L2 ~Fig. 1! and the total flux of
particles entering the layer from the uphill surface is exac
equal to that leaving from the downhill surface at any tim
This is illustrated for a half-filled symmetric mixer of arb
trary shape shown in Fig. 2. If we now assume that the la
geometry changes slowly with time compared to the dyna

FIG. 1. Schematic view of continuous flow in a rotating mixer of arbitra
convex shape. The flowing layer is the shaded region, and the dashed
show arcs of circles centered at pointO. Velocity vectors for particles en-
tering and leaving the bed are also shown. The mixer is rotated with ang
velocity, v, about pointO and the velocity profile within the layer is nearl
simple shear.
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ics of the flow, the flow in the layer is quasisteady and sim
lar to that for a circular mixer with the same layer geomet
Several previous experimental27–29 and computational30–32

studies have considered the flow in a rotating cylinder.
continuum model for the flow has recently been propose10

which is consistent with previous experimental results, a
the predictions of the model are in good agreement w
experimental data. We review this model below.

The velocity field in the layer obtained from the co
tinuum model for a circular cylinder is

nx52uS 11
y

d D , ~3!

ny52vxS y

d D 2

, ~4!

whereu is the mean downflow velocity in the layer which, i
general, varies with distance along the layer~x!. Computa-
tions and experimental results indicate that the layer thi
ness may be approximated asd5d0@12(x/L)2#, whered0

is the midlayer thickness.10 Using this expression for the
layer thickness profile, together with the volume flux in t
layer Q5Q0@12(x/L)2#, obtained from the integration o
the linear variation of the flux into the layer@Eq. ~4!#, gives
u5Q/d[constant~a slightly more detailed model is give
in Ref. 33!.

There is an easier way to arrive at some of the ab
results. When the bed is half full, the entire bed pas
through the layer in half a revolution of the mixer, so that t
volumetric flow rate per unit cylinder length calculated at t
midpoint of the layer (x50) is

Q05
pL2

2

1

~p/v!
5

vL2

2
. ~5!

The average velocity is thus

u5
vL2

2d0
~6!

and is inversely related to the midlayer thickness (d0). If we
assume that thenx flow is linear iny we arrive at~3!, and if
a shape ford, d5d(x), is assumed, by continuity we obtai
ny . The result given by~4! corresponds to a parabolicd(x).

The governing equations for the flow in noncircular mi
ers in the quasisteady state are identical to the above,

es

lar

FIG. 2. Schematic view of flow in a rotating mixer of arbitrary conve
shape which is symmetric with respect to half rotations and is half-fill
The layer in this case is symmetric about the pointP, and material entering
the layer (x,0) is equal to the material leaving the layer (x.0).
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with the layer length~L!, the midlayer thickness (d0), and
the mean velocity~u!, all varying slowly with time. The
variation of the layer length with time is uniquely determin
by the mixer geometry. Assuming geometrical similarity
the layer at different times, we haved0(t)/L(t)5k
[constant~as we shall see experiments indicate that this
indeed true!. This gives the variation of the mean veloci
with time as

u~ t !5
vL~ t !

2k
. ~7!

Rotation of the mixer results in a periodic increase and
crease of the layer size, maintaining geometrical similar
the mean velocity increases and decreases proportionate
the layer length. The flow becomes time invariant if all d
tances are scaled withL(t), and velocities withvL(t).

Consider next the variation of layer length for speci
mixer geometries. For an ellipse we obtain

L~ t !5
ab

@b2 cos2~vt1a!1a2 sin2~vt1a!#1/2, ~8!

where a and b are the major and minor semiaxes of t
ellipse, respectively, anda is the initial angle between th
free surface and the major axis of the ellipse. Similarly, fo
rectangular mixer we have

L~ t !

5H a

ucosuu
if u,ud or up2uu,ud or u.~2p2ud!

b

usinuu
otherwise

~9!

whereu5(vt1a)mod(2p), 2a is the long side and 2b is
the short side of the rectangle, andud5tan21(b/a). In the
case of an ellipse, arbitrarily slow variation in geometry w
rotation can be achieved in the limitb/a→1; this, however,
is not possible for a rectangular mixer. The flows defin
above are clearly time periodic with periodp/v which cor-
responds to half a revolution of the mixer.

Rescaling all lengths witha, time with v21, and veloci-
ties with va, the equations for flow in dimensionless for
are

n̄x5
L̄

k S 11
ȳ

d̄
D , ~10!

n̄y52 x̄S ȳ

d̄
D 2

, ~11!

with d̄5 d̄0@12( x̄/L̄)2#. The variation of the dimensionles
layer length with time for an ellipse is given by

L̄~ t !5
b̄

~ b̄2 cos2 u1sin2 u!1/2
~12!

with u5( t̄ 1a)mod 2p, and for a rectangle by
f

s

-
;
to

-

a

d

L̄~ t !

55
1

ucosuu
if u,ud or up2uu,ud or u.~2p2ud!

b̄

usinuu
otherwise

~13!

with ud5tan21 b̄. The dimensionless parameters of the flo
are then the aspect ratio (b̄5b/a), and the maximum mid-
layer thickness~d̄0,max5k, sinceL̄max51!. The value of the
parameterk may be directly obtained from experimental r
sults.

C. Experiments

Flow visualization experiments are carried out
quasi-2D mixers of different shapes and sizes using sphe
glass beads of diameter 0.8 mm~Quackenbush!. Each mix-
er’s front plate is glass and the rear plate is aluminum a
grounded to prevent buildup of static electric charge. T
thickness of all the mixers is 6 mm~;8 particle diameters!.
The mixers are rotated at a fixed angular speed in the rol
regime using a computer controlled stepper motor~Compu-
motor!. Digital photographs are taken of the rotating mixe
which are half filled with the glass beads, using a compu
controlled charge-coupled device camera~Kodak Megaplus!.
Relatively low shutter speeds are used to generate streak
resulting from the particle motion. The digital images a
analyzed for the layer thickness profiles and the midla
thickness.

FIG. 3. Comparison of streaklines obtained experimentally for an elli

with b̄50.5 ~upper! with theoretically computed streamlines~lower!. The
dashed line demarcates the flowing layer in the upper photograph.
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D. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows a typical streakline photograph for
ellipse with a ratio of the minor to major axis given byb̄
50.5. The layer, comprising the faster moving particles
clearly visible. Particles in the bed move along circular ar
and the interface between the bed and the layer~the dashed
line in Fig. 3! is obtained by joining the points at which a
abrupt change in the direction of motion occurs. Streamli
predicted by the model for the corresponding layer thickn
are shown alongside~Fig. 3!. The streamlines are compute
by numerically integrating the following equations:

dx̄

ds
5 n̄x~ x̄,ȳ, t̄ !, ~14!

dȳ

ds
5 n̄y~ x̄,ȳ, t̄ !, ~15!

keepingt̄ fixed, where (n̄x ,n̄y) is the velocity in the bed and
the layer, ands is a dummy variable. There is good agre
ment between theory and experiment. Photographs take
different mixer orientations show that the angle of the fr
surface is independent of the rotation of the mixer. This v
dates our assumption that the surface position is cons
with time.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the midlayer thickne
(d0) with length of the layer~L! obtained experimentally
using different mixers, and for two different acceleratio
expressed in dimensionless form in terms of the Froude n

FIG. 4. Variation of the dimensionless midlayer thickness,d0 /d, with the
dimensionless length of the free surface,L/d, for different bead sizes,d, and
accelerations given in terms of the Froude number, Fr5v2L/g.
n
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ber. The data for each value of the acceleration fall on
straight line, which validates the assumption of geometri
similarity of the layer (k5d0 /L[constant).

Computed streamlines for an ellipse and a square at
ferent orientations are shown in Fig. 5. The regions in wh
transverse intersection between streamlines occurs
shaded. The condition of intersection of streamlines, requ
for chaotic advection in 2D time-periodic flows is clear
satisfied in both cases.

III. TRANSVERSE MIXING

We consider the transverse mixing in noncircular co
tainers by means of computations based on the flow mo
discussed in Sec. II. The dimensionless governing equat
for the calculation of a trajectory in the layer are

dx̄

d t̄
5 n̄x~ x̄,ȳ, t̄ !, ~16!

dȳ

d t̄
5 n̄y~ x̄,ȳ, t̄ !1w~ t !, ~17!

where (n̄x ,n̄y) is the velocity field given in Eqs.~10! and
~11!, andw(t) is a white noise term that simulates partic
diffusion. The above equations are the Lagrangian repre
tation of the convective diffusion equation, neglecting diff
sion relative to the convection in the flow direction (x̄). The
time integral of the white noise term at different times,

S~D t̄ !5E
t̄

t̄ 1D t̄
w~ t8!dt8, ~18!

gives a set of Gaussian random numbers,$S%, which are re-
lated to the dimensionless particle collisional diffusivity b

^S2&52D̄collD t̄ , where the pointed brackets denote an av
age over the set. The collisional diffusivity is made dime
sionless withva2. The motion of the particles in the bed
simply obtained as a map corresponding to the rotation ab
point P. The above formulation allows for detailed analys
of the mixing in containers of different geometry. We no
that segregation can be incorporated in the above framew
n in which
FIG. 5. Computed streamlines for a square and an elliptical mixer at different orientations. The shaded region in each case shows the regio
transverse intersections between the streamlines at the different orientations occur.
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as shown in Ref. 24 for a mixture of different density pa
ticles in a rotating cylinder. The inclusion of these effects
however, beyond the scope of this paper.

A. Computational details

Computations allow the study of advection in isolati
~no diffusion!, whereas it is difficult, as we shall see,
devise laboratory experiments in which particle diffusion
fects are negligibly small. We study advection in the mixe
in two ways:~i! by computation ofPoincarésections, stro-
boscopic maps of~continuum! particle trajectories, and~ii !
blob deformation. The Poincare´ sections are obtained from
computing the particle trajectories by integration of the v
locity field with respect to time@Eqs. ~16! and ~17! with
w( t̄ )50#, and noting the position after each half revolutio
of the mixer. Several different initial conditions are used
generating the Poincare´ sections so as to map out the flo
behavior over the entire flow domain. Blob deformati
computations are carried out by mapping a large numbe
particles, initially uniformly distributed in a circular region
by integration of the velocity field for the specified tim
duration, for each of the particles.

Computational results and experiments show that p
ticle collisional diffusion has a significant effect on mixin
Computational studies of blob deformation involving adve
tion and diffusion in the 2D noncircular mixers are carri
out to understand their relative importance in the pres
case. The computational procedure used is similar to
used for blob deformation in the limit of pure advection.
addition, particles flowing in the layer are given rando
Gaussian displacements with variance 2D̄collD t̄ to simulate
diffusion; D t̄ is the integration time step. The particle col
sional diffusivity is estimated from the following scaling re
lation obtained by Savage34 from particle dynamics compu
tations for shear flow

Dcoll5 f ~v !d2
dnx

dy
, ~19!

whered is the particle diameter andv is the solids volume
fraction. Forv50.55 and a coefficient of restitution abo
0.9, which correspond roughly to the parameters for the s
tem under consideration, the prefactor in Eq.~19! is f (v)
'0.025.34 On substitution of the dimensionless velocity u
ing Eq.~10!, after casting Eq.~19! in dimensionless form, we
get

D̄coll50.025
d̄2

k2 , ~20!

whered̄5d/a. In obtaining Eq.~20!, we use the relationship
d̄05kL̄, and evaluate the velocity gradient at the midpoint
the layer (x̄50). In general, the collisional diffusivity varie
with granular temperature~mean kinetic energy associate
with the velocity fluctuations! and solids volume fraction in
the layer. Here, for simplicity, we take the diffusivity to be
constant as given by Eq.~20!. Previous studies have show
that Eq.~20! gives reasonable predictions of mixing in th
system.10,24
-
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B. Experiments

Experimental studies of blob deformation are also c
ried out to get an insight into the mixing process. A circu
blob of colored beads is carefully positioned at the desi
location in the bed. The mixer is rotated at a constant ang
speed by means of the stepper motor, and digital pho
graphs are taken at different times to record the progres
mixing.

Quantitative comparisons between theory and exp
ment are made in terms of the intensity of segregation, wh
is essentially the normalized standard deviation of the c
centration of tracer particles from the value for perfe
mixing.35 The intensity of segregation is obtained from t
experimental photographs by thresholding the digital pho
graph and determining the fraction of the area occupied
the colored particles in each of a grid of squares placed o
the mixer. The fraction is taken to be the local concentrati
and the intensity of segregation is calculated as the stan
deviation of the concentration from the mean value.36

C. Results and discussion

Consider the case of pure advection first. Figure 6 sho
Poincare´ sections for ellipses of different aspect ratios. Fo
circular mixer (b̄51) the Poincare´ section shows only regu
lar motion, and the invariant curves obtained~KAM
curves26! coincide with the streamlines. However, for low
values of the aspect ratio (b̄,1), regions of chaotic motion

FIG. 6. Poincare´ sections for elliptical mixers of varying aspect ratio (b̄).

The dimensionless midlayer thickness used in the computations isd̄0,max

50.1.
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are interspersed with regions of regular motion~demarcated
by KAM curves!; the size of the chaotic regions increas
with decreasing aspect ratio (b̄). Figure 7 shows the effect o
layer thickness for a fixed value of the aspect ratio. Thic
layers produce more widespread chaos; this is because
area in which transverse intersections between streamlin
different mixer orientations occur~the shaded area in Fig. 5!
increases with layer thickness.

A comparison of blob deformation in three different g
ometries~square, ellipse, and circle! is shown in Fig. 8. The
initial positions of the blobs and the Poincare´ sections for the
mixers are included as insets in Fig. 8. In the circular mix
each blob is deformed into a filament; the length of the fi
ments increases slowly with time. In contrast, markedly d
ferent behavior is seen for elliptical and square mixers. T
initially circular blobs in the chaotic regions are deform
into filaments, which fold back upon themselves repeate
This indicates the presence of an underlying homocli
structure which is characteristic of chaotic advection. T
blobs in the regular regions of these mixers remain larg
undeformed~the other signatures of chaos are a positive
apunov exponent—exponential stretching—and the prese
of horseshoe maps; the rate of stretching is considered in
9!.

The major qualitative difference between mixing b
regular and chaotic advection is illustrated in Fig. 9. T
change in the computed perimeter length of the blob
creases linearly with time in the circular mixer, whereas
exponential increase of length with time is obtained for
blobs in the chaotic regions of the square and elliptical m
ers. The latter is a signature of a chaotic flow.

FIG. 7. Poincare´ sections for elliptical mixers of varying layer thicknes

The aspect ratio of the ellipse used in the computations isb̄50.7.
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Comparison between the mixing in the square and el
tical mixers shows that the square has more widespr
chaos and the rate of stretching is also higher.

Diffusion acts to blur the structures formed by advecti

FIG. 8. Comparison of the mixing of tracer particles in a circular, elliptic
and square mixer simulated using the model with no particle diffusion.
inset figure on the upper left-hand side shows the Poincare´ section, and the
initial condition is shown in the upper right-hand inset.
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of a blob, and thus enhances mixing. Figure 10 shows
effect of increasing diffusivity on the deformation of a blo
in an elliptical mixer. While the shape of the blob is cons
erably altered by diffusion, the stretching of the blob, as m
be expected, is along the unstable manifold~refer to the
Poincare´ section in Fig. 10! as in the case with no diffusion
The experimentally mixed state is also shown in Fig.
There is good agreement between theory and experimen
the case corresponding to the diffusivity calculated from E
~20!. Note also that chaos does not imply that stretch
takes place immediately; after three revolutions the stre
ing of the circular blob is relatively small.

A more detailed comparison between theory and exp
ment is shown in Fig. 11 for blob deformation in a squa
mixer. There is good qualitative agreement between the
in terms of the structures produced by mixing. Comparis
to the Poincare´ section obtained excluding collisional diffu
sion~Fig. 8, inset! shows that several features of the structu
are apparent even when diffusion is included: blobs
stretched along manifolds, and the density of particles in
regular islands is small. A quantitative comparison betwe
theory and experiment is shown in Fig. 12. There is ag
good agreement between the two for the variation of int
sity of segregation with time. We note that there is no a
justable parameter in the model.

IV. SCALE UP OF TUMBLING MIXERS

Experimental results for the elliptical and square mix
discussed above indicate that diffusion is sufficiently fast
as to obliterate the folded structures seen in Fig. 8. T
could be taken to seem to indicate that chaotic advectio
of little utility in the presence of relatively fast particle di
fusion. However, diffusional effects are scale dependent,
their relative importance with respect to advection can
estimated in terms of the Pe´clet number for the system unde
consideration. For the tumbling mixers discussed above,
Péclet number is defined as the ratio of the characteri
diffusion time,d0

2/Dcoll , to the characteristic advection tim
L/u, and is given by

Pe5
d0

2u

LDcoll
. ~21!

FIG. 9. Variation of the relative perimeter length of a blob with time in t
mixers corresponding to the computation in Fig. 8. Note that while
perimeter length in the circular mixer grows linearly, the length in the n
circular mixers grows exponentially.
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Using d05kL, and Eq.~19! for the collisional diffusivity,
we obtain

Pe520k3S L

dD 2

. ~22!

Thus the Pe´clet number increases, and therefore the eff
tiveness of the diffusion decreases with increasing sys
size. The Pe´clet number for the experimental systems d
cussed in Sec. III is Pe'100.

We illustrate the above results by means of computati
comparing the mixing in square and circular mixers, f
large and small sized containers. Figure 13 shows the va
tion of the intensity of segregation with time for four diffe
ent mixers and two different initial conditions. In one cas
13~b!, the initial distribution corresponds to the left-half o

e
-

FIG. 10. Effect of diffusion on blob deformation is shown by means

computations for various values of the dimensionless diffusivity (D̄) for
three mixer revolutions. The initial condition is shown as an inset on
left-hand side and the Poincare´ section as an inset on the right-hand sid
Deformation of a blob after three revolutions obtained experimentally
shown at the bottom with the initial distribution of the particles inset.
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the bed containing colored particles and the right-half of
bed white particles; the other~somewhat more practical! to
one material layered on top of the other@13~a!#. The intensity
of segregation for all cases is initially equal to 0.5, whi
corresponds to the theoretical value for a completely se
gated mixture containing 50% of the colored particles. T
decay in intensity of segregation with time for the differe
mixers is, however, very different. One of the initial cond
tions favors the circular geometry. A good mixer howev
should mix well regardless of the initial condition and t
horizontally layered case makes it clear that the circle i
poor mixer. Moreover, in the case of the circular mixer,

FIG. 11. Mixing of tracer particles in a container with a square cross s
tion. Shown is a comparison of an experiment using colored glass bead~the
right-hand side! and a simulation using the model. The number of rotatio
for each image is listed in the corner.

FIG. 12. Variation of the intensity of segregation vs mixer rotation is sho
for the experimental and theoretical results in Fig. 11. The filled circ
represent experimental values and the open circles denote values ob
from the model.
e

e-
e
t

,

a

which mixing is primarily by diffusion across streamline
increase in the mixer size results in a significant reduction
the rate of mixing. In contrast, for the square mixer, in whi
chaotic advection aids diffusion, there is a smaller reduct
in mixing rate with mixer size. Furthermore, comparing
equal sizes~i.e., equal Pe´clet numbers! we see that the squar
container mixes faster than the circular one for both the s
considered here. Thus, in addition to the Pe´clet number,
mixer shape significantly affects the rate of mixing.

The results presented above indicate that chaotic ad
tion becomes more important with increasing mixer size.
lection of an appropriate~noncircular! geometry may thus be
useful for fast transverse mixing in large mixers, given t
decreasing importance of diffusion with size.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The flow model for noncircular two-dimensional mixe
presented here forms the basis of the analysis of mixing
granular materials by chaotic advection and diffusion.
developed, the model is appropriate for the flows in mix
with arbitrary shape, but which are symmetric with respec
half rotations. Computational studies of mixing by advecti
alone ~no diffusion! show chaotic mixing for noncircula
mixers as evidenced by Poincare´ sections and exponentia
length stretch. Thicker flowing layers and greater deviat
of the mixer cross-sectional shape from circular increase
area of the regions of chaos.

Diffusion plays an important role in the mixing of granu
lar materials; experiments and computations for the labo
tory scale mixers studied here show that diffusion blurs

c-

s
ned

FIG. 13. Variation of the intensity of segregation vs mixer rotation obtain
for mixers of different shapes and sizes by computations. The large sys
correspond to a Pe´clet number PeL5104, and the small systems to PeS

5102, which indicates a mixer size ratio of 10. Two initial condition
shown as insets, are considered.
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structures produced by chaotic advection. However, st
tures corresponding to the Poincare´ sections are evident in
these cases. Chaotic advection aids diffusion and resul
faster overall mixing as compared to the mixing in a circu
mixer of the same size. Furthermore, scaling shows that
fusion becomes less important relative to chaotic advec
with increasing mixer size. Chaotic mixing is thus essen
for practical applications, given that large mixers are
norm in industrial processes. The scaling study also indic
the importance of correctly identifying contributions of a
vection and diffusion in the scaling up of tumbling mixer
While there is little reduction in the rate of mixing wit
increase in size for square mixers, this is not true for circu
mixers in which diffusion is dominant.

Although the results presented in this paper pertain t
specific example, the conclusions are valid for the more g
eral case as well. For example, Fig. 14 shows the Poin´
section for an elliptical mixer, which is slightly less than ha
full using essentially the same model as presented in
paper. In this case the bed height varies periodically w
time. The velocity generated by this variation is included
the model. Regions of chaos are evident in this case as w
Using nonsymmetric mixers would introduce a greater dev
tion from the geometry of poor mixing typical of circula
containers than the mixers considered here, and would
haps produce more widespread chaotic advection.

In hindsight, existing processes undoubtedly alrea
contain elements of chaotic advection~e.g., in V-blenders or
double-cone blenders!;36 however, without explicit recogni-
tion of the underlying reasons for mixing successes and
ures ~global chaos versus large-scale regular islands!, opti-
mization of such devices is impossible. While previo
results from fluid mixing would be useful for analysis
granular mixing, more studies focusing on the special asp
of granular flows~e.g., flow in thin layers! and their impli-
cations for chaotic advection are needed.

Another crucial aspect should be mentioned as well. P
haps the most important difference between the mixing
fluids and the mixing of solids is segregation: In granu
materials mixing and segregation occur in parallel. In soli
more ‘‘agitation’’—tumbling in our case—does not impl

FIG. 14. Poincare´ section for an elliptical mixer, which is less than half fu
~the top surface is at a distanceh50.05a from the centroid!. The aspect

ratio and the layer thickness used in the computation areb̄50.7 andd̄0,max

50.1. Figure 6 for the Poincare´ section corresponding to the half full cas
The model used for the computations is essentially the same as that
half-full mixer, but taking into account the up and down motion of t
interface. Momentum effects are neglected in the model.
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better mixing. Granular mixtures of dissimilar materials o
ten segregate when tumbled.24 In the case of the circula
mixer time-independent isoconcentration regions of seg
gated materials coincide with the streamlines. The cha
scenario outlined here suggests a wealth of unexplored
sibilities: a dynamic balance between chaotic advection
ing to destroy large scale inhomogeneities and the de-mix
caused by segregation.
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